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Abstract 

In this paper the exponential scheme for multi-dimensional unsteady prob
lems is discussed; a basis for approximation of solution is given and a boundary 
exponential scheme is derived. It is applied to the computation of natural convec
tion in a square cavity with moderate size uniform grid for future calculation of 
air flow in enclosures and heat flux at walls in building energy analysis. The 
numerical method for the Boussinesq equations is based on the Marker and Cell 
(MAC) method and is put into conservation form via the Spalding-Patankar flux. 
The latter method is also discussed. Preliminary numerical tests show that the 
method is promising. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, numerical solution of natural convection flow in enclosures 
has gained much interest in the computational fluid dynamics community. Its 
applications include such problems as reactor insulation, cooling of radioactive 
waste containers, solar energy collection, ventilation of rooms, and energy conser
vation in buildings [1] which is the main interest of the present work. The 
governing equations are the Boussinesq approximation equations, which are very 
similar to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. We will be concerned with 
solution in the primitive variable form, so that extension to the three-dimensional 
case will be straightforward. 

For large scale phenomena, many finite difference schemes on uniform grids 
can be used, such as some of the ones quoted in the comparison exercise of DeVahl 
Davis and Jones [2]. But for resolution of boundary layers and other small scale 
phenomena, the standard methods have proved to be too expensive in terms of 
computer time, especially for high Rayleigh numbers, which correspond to high 
Reynolds numbers and very thin boundary layers. The goal of the present work 
is to find a method which will work on moderate size uniform grids and which 
will give reasonably accurate heat fluxes at the walls. 

The dominant feature in the boundary layer at the walls in buildings is that 
the solution has large gradients. We consider its approximation by exponential 
functions and test the exponential scheme. In general, this scheme is understood 
only in the one-dimensional steady-state case. In this paper, a basis for approxi
mation of the solution is given for the multi-dimensional unsteady exponential 
scheme, along with a boundary nonuniform grid exponential scheme. The author 
hopes that this will lead to better understanding and more selective use of the 
scheme. 

I 

The Spalding-Patankar scheme [3] will also be discussed. Its one-dimensional 
hybrid version happens to be accurate for high cell Reynolds number calculation 
and its exponential version turns out to be the same as the exponential schemes 
for uniform grids. But for nonuniform grids, this scheme is, in general, not con
sistent with the original partial differential equation. 

The solution of the Boussinesq equations is based on the MAC method of 
Harlow and Welch [4] in that the staggered mesh is used and the Poisson equation 
for pressure enforcing the divergence-free constraint is obtained from the momen
tum equations. The equivalence between the partial differential equations is 
retained in difference form; with this equivalence, computation can proceed 
without a devastating accumulation of errors. The exponential scheme is put into 
conservation form via the Spalding-Patankar flux and is adapted to the non-linear 
system of partial differential equations. The conservation form facilitates compu
tation in general and the equivalence mentioned above. Only numerical results for 
the standard model test problem of natural convection in a rectangular cavity 
with aspect ratio 1, Prandtl number 0.71, Rayleigh number 106 and 107 are 
presented in this paper. From these preliminary results, we see that with one 
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mesh point in the boundary layer, the accuracy of the average Nusselt number at 
steady-state suffices for the present problem. 

1.. The Boussinesq Equations and the Model Problem 

The Boussinesq equations governing natural convection flow are obtained 
from the Navier-Stokes equations under the assumption that 

~P/Po << 1 

~T /To << 1 

where p
0 

and T 0 are the mean density and temperature, respectively. Let us scale 
pressure and temperature as 

</> = P - Ps 

where Ps relates to a field with zero velocity, i.e. \lps =Po g, and where oT IS 

some characteristic temperature difference. 

Let us choose length L as the characteristic length, Po the characteristic den
sity, V0 =J-t/p0 L (J-t, the fluid viscosity) the characteristic velocity, L/V0 the 
characteristic time, and Po V0

2 the characteristic pressure. Then the non
dimensional form for the two-dimensional case is 

au + av = 0 or D = 0 
ax ay (1.1) 

(1.2) 

av + u av + v av + a</> = a2v + a2v + Gr () 
at ax ay ay ax2 ay2 (1.3) 

aB + u aB + v aB = _1_ [ a2 () + a2 () l 
at ax ay Pr ax2 ay2 (1.4) 

where 

Gr -
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is the Grashof number (/3, the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid) and 
where 

J.1 cP 
Pr = --

"' 
is the Prandtl number ( cP, the specific heat at constant pressure; K the coefficient 
of thermal conductivity). The product of these two numbers is defined as the 
Rayleigh number, i.e. 

Ra = Gr • Pr 

Momentum equations (1.2) and (1.3) and energy equation (1.4) are evolution
ary, but mass equation (1.1) is not; it can be considered as a constraint to the sys
tem. The model problem which we will consider is the buoyancy driven flow in a 
rectangular cavity of width L and height H, with temperature Th on the left 
vertical wall, and Tc on the right vertical wall, and with an adiabatic condition 
on the top and bottom walls. The no-slip condition for velocity applies on all the 
four walls. Taking L as the characteristic length and 8T = Th - Tc, the non
dimensional form of the boundary conditions is 

B(O,y) = Bh O<y <H/L 

B(l,y) =Be O<y <HjL 

ae ae ay (x,O) = ay (x,H /L) = 0 

u(x,y) = v(x,y) = 0 x=O or 1 

y=O or H /L 

as indicated in figure 1. 

~ =0 
ay 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

H/Lr---------------------~ 

Before attempting the numerical solution 
of the Boussinesq equations, we will dis
cuss some of the difficulties which may 
come up in the computation of this type 
of problem with simpler linear scalar 
equations. 
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2. Properties of Some Finite Difference Schemes 

Let us consider the one dimensional steady-state convection-diffusion equation 

df d2 f . 
a--a--=0 o<x<l 

dx dx 2 ' - -

where a and a are constants >0, with boundary conditions 

f(O) =0 , f(l) = 1 

This problem has the exact solution 

where 

02 
= 1 (t) - 1 (o) 

eL- 1 

and L = alI a. We know that for large 
Re = a I a, the solution has large gra
dient near the right boundary (see fig. 2). 
Numerical solution of this type of prob
lem poses certain difficulties and some of 
these difficulties will be discussed with a 
few standard finite difference schemes in 
the following. 

The centered difference scheme (C): 

a 

f 

Figure 2 

Luge 1 
Re. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where 1 < i < J - 1, J Llx = l. It is of formal second order accuracy; i.e., for 
fixed a and sufficiently small Llx, the truncation error is 0 ( & 2). 

But for cell Reynolds number 

R=afu>2 
a 
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the numerical solution will usually have oscillations. This can be seen from the 
exact solution of (2.5). We try I i = )J and obtain a quadratic equation in A 
with roots 

(2.6) 

The general solution of (2.5) is I i ·= C 1 + C 2 .>..j, where C 1 and Ch are deter
mined by the boundary conditions. For R >2, A2 is negative and Ad will take on 
values with opposite signs as j increases (or decreases), hence I i will oscillate, 
unless for certain boundary conditions C 2 = 0. 

The first order upwind difference scheme ( U 1 ): 

a (2.7) 

If we solve for the exact solution as above, we will obtain the corresponding roots 

\ =1 (2.8) 

which are positive for all R; hence there will be no oscillation. However, it is only 
of formal first order accuracy. 

It is to be expected that some second order upwind difference scheme be con
sidered as an improvement of the first order ones. We mention two here: the first 
one [5] is well known, the Leonard upwind difference scheme (L ): 

(2;9) 

It is of formal second order accuracy, but one of the roots \ will be negative if 

R > ~ 
3 

Hence there will still be oscillation. 

If we use the most common second order one-sided difference, we get the for
mal second order upwind difference scheme ( U2): 

a (2.10) 

Now, all roots A; are positive for all R , hence there will be no oscillation. This 
scheme works well for some purposes though its realization may be troublesome. 
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We look further for schemes which will work for a large range of R and con
sider the Spalding-Patankar (SP) scheme [3] which is very well known in the 
engineering community. For our simple problem it is 

centered difference scheme (C) , if R < 2 (2.11a) 

a - 0 ( U 1 S) , if R > 2 (2.11 b) 

That is, when R >2 the flow is regarded as convection-dominated and the 
diffusion term is dropped. The accuracy of this' scheme seems to be questionable. 
Yet, in practical computation, this scheme has often produced acceptable results. 
Those involved in practical computation realize that the mesh size is often not as 
small as one would wish, so the usual order of accuracy for fixed a and sufficiently 
small fu may not hold. What needs to be studied is accuracy for finite mesh 
size, in particular for finite R = a fu /a. This problem can be very difficult, but 
for our simple problem we know the exact solution: it is (2.3). Let us first disre
gard the boundary conditions and simply substitute f (x) = e ax fa into the vari
ous difference equations. By definition, the right-hand sides are the discretization 
errors. We multiply all equations by af a 2 to scale the coefficients of e ax fa in each 
term of (2.1) to equal 1. Substitute e ax fa into (2.11 b), for example, and obtain 

~ _!!:__ [f(x)-f(x-fu)] = _!_(1-e-R) eaxfa 
a2 fu R 

So, relative to the solution, as R becomes larger and larger, the discretization 
error becomes smaller and smaller. Let the coefficient of e ax fa be denoted by 
Eu1s, i.e. 

Euls - ~ (1- e-R) 

Similarly, 

Ec 
1 (eR -e-R)- 1 (eR -2 + e-R) - -

2R Rz 

Eul 
1 (1 - e-R) - 1 (eR-2+e-R) - -
R Rz 

EL 
1 (3eR +3-7e-R +e-2R) 1 (eR -2+e-R) - -- -

8R Rz 

Eu2 
1 (3- 4e-R + e -zR) 1 (eR -2+e-R) - - -

2R Rz 
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and if we drop the diffusion part of (2.10) and denote the remaining part by U2S, 
then 

E 2 = _1_ (3 - 4e-R + e -2R) 
u s 2R 

The absolute value of these coefficients are plotted against R in figure 3. We note 
that 

Eu ls --+ 0 as R --+ oo 

and that 

Eu ls = Ec at R = 2 

That is, the 'discretization error for the SP scheme (and also U2S) approaches 0 
as R --+ oo, in contrast to the standard schemes; and it is continuous where the 
scheme changes. 

lEI 

5 b 
R 

Figure 3: Discretization Error Coefficients vs. Cell Reynolds Number 

Let us now take the boundary conditions into consideration and just compare 
the accuracy of the finite difference solutions for U1, SP, and C for fixed .6.x and 
aja:.--+oo. When l = 1, the exact solution of (2.1) and (2.2) is 

f (x) = 
1 1 

ea/o:(l-x) 

at xi = j .6.x. The exact solution of U 1 or C is f j -
>vj- 1 

'A/ -1 

For U1 we have from (2.8) f]'- 1 -
(1 + R )i - 1 

(1 + R )1 - 1 
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... 

and for SP we have lfiP = 0. We see that 

f!' 1 = I (x;·)- 1;!' 1 ~ 1 
J (eR)J-j 

1 1 

(1+R)1-i (1 + R )1-i 
and 

f;$P = I (x;·)- I;$P ~ 1 
(eR)J-j. 

which is smaller than Ej 1• For C we see from (2.6) that the error is large for 
largeR. 

The SP scheme is derived from physical considerations; part of the 
mathematical reason for its success is given here. In the latter part of the next 
section, extension of its later version to the multi-dimensional case will be com
mented upon. In general, if used correctly, this scheme has the advantage of 
being able to calculate large scale phenomena on a rough grid. 

However, for many scientific calculations, the boundary layer must be 
resolved. To do this, either the grid must be sufficiently small near the boun
daries or some scheme taking into consideration the nature of the solution near 
the boundaries must be devised. From what is known of natural convection in 
enclosures within a certain range of Ra, (see [6] and [7] for example), the flow 
near the walls has very large gradients. For building energy analysis we will 
assume that flow at the corners·is not important, and will attempt approximation 
of the solution with exponential functions. In the next section, we discuss the 
exponential scheme which assumes such an approximation and so will tolerate cal
culation on a moderate grid even where the gradients are large. 

3. The Exponential Scheme 

This type of scheme has long been in use; see, for example, [8], [9], and [10], 
but for the most part only the one-dimensional steady-state case is understood. 
We will start with this case and then proceed to the multi-dimensional unsteady 
problems. Consider the equation 

a dl - a d2 I = d (3.1) 
dx dx2 

For the derivation of a discrete equation, a and a are assumed to be constants 
over the interval [ (j-1)& , (j+l)& ]. The exact solution is 

I ( x) = C 1 + C 2 e ax I a + .!!:._ x 
a 

where c 1 and C 2 are determined by I i-l and 1 i+1, so similar to (2.4): 

- g -
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d d 
(! j+1 - - Xj+1) - (! j-1 - - Xj-d 

a a 

The discrete equation is I j = C 1 + C 2 e azd 01 + .!!:_ x1 , a 

Solving for d, we obtain the following form 

a 
t:.x 

the left-hand side of which approaches the centered difference for the diffusion 
term as R -+0 and approaches the upwind difference for the convection term as. 

R ~- Eqn. (3.3) is exact since I (x) is necessarily of form (3.2). 

We note the following: first analyzing (3.3) for d=O as in Sec. 2, we get 
corresponding roots 

which are positive for any R and thus no oscillation results. Secondly, for 

we simply form, for the present, an explicit scheme with the "difference" of (3.3), 
i.e., 

lj+1- lj a 

tl.t + t:.x 
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and study its stability. Let 

R R eR 
A = , B = = R +A (3.5) 

eR - 1 eR - 1 

and r = a !lt I .6.x, s = a!lt I D.x 2
• Assume for the moment that R >O; then (3.4) 

can be written as 

. In - (1+e R) 1;!1 + e R In _ I;!'+ r i+1 j-1 
eR -1 

=I l- s [(R +A) (! l- I l-d -A(! l+1 - I j) ] 

=I j- s R (! l- I l-1) + s A (! f+1 - 21 j +I l-1) 

=I j-
8
: (! f+1 -I l-1) + ( 8: +sA)(! f+1 - 21 j +I l-1) 

From the stability of the FTSC scheme, we have the stability condition 

( sR }' < 2 [ •: + sA ) < 1 

The first inequality is but r 2 < r + 2sA; this is obvious for r < 1 which we will 
assume. The second inequality simplifies to the stability condition 

s (A +B)< 1 (3.6) 

We note in passing that this is not a stringent condition since it is dominated by 
its restriction at R = 2 which amounts to 

e 2 -1 
r < ::::::::: 0.76 

e 2 + 1 

Stability condition (3.6) holds also for R <O; we will not go into its derivation. 
Instead, we move on to the multi-dimensional problems. 
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Often for multi-dimensional and/or unsteady problems, the exponential 
scheme is obtained by direct extension of (3.3). Take the two-dimensional 
steady-state equation as an example, 

a ~ + b 8! -a [ 82/ + 82! l = d 
8x By · 8x2 8y 2 (3.7) 

the discrete equation would be 

a 
ax 

(3.8) 

+-
b_ -(1-e-s)/· k 1 +(es -e-s)f·k -(es -1)/· k-1 J, + J J, = d 

!:iy es - 2 + e-s 

where R is as defined above and S = b !:iy J a. The first and second term have 
been regarded respectively as approximations of the x derivative and the y 
derivative terms. 

Here we give a more rigorous derivation. For (3.7) with d =0, we try 
emx eny as solution and get am + bn -a ( m 2 + n 2 ) = 0. 

As the task is only to derive a discrete equation, we take just m = a J a, n = 0; 
m = 0, n = b /a; and a linear solution -bx + ay; and constant 1, and suppose 
that the solution is a linear combination of these functions. Or for (3.7), suppose 
that the solution can be expressed as 

f (x,y) = C 1(-bx + ay) + C2 + C3 eaxfo: + C 4 ebyfo: 

d + -
2 

(ax+ by) 
q 

(3.9) 

where q 2 = a 2 + b2• Let C 1, C 2, C 3, and C 4 be determined by ! at the four 
neighboring points: f 10, f _ 10, f 01 , and f 0_ 1, (see fig. 4), then 

-b& 1 eR 1 c1 flO -d a!:ixjq2 

b .6.x 1 e-R 1 c2 f -10 -d a ( -& )/ q2 

a !:iy 1 1 es c3 
-

f 01 -d b!:iyjq2 
-a !:iy 1 1 e-s c4 f 0-1 -d b ( -!:iy )/ q2 
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.. 

or simply A C = F; here we have 
assumed the center point to be at the 
origin for the sake of convenience. By 
Cramer's rule C,· = D,·/D where D is f 
the determinant of matrix A and Di the 
determinant of the matrix obtained by 
replacing the i th column of A by F . 

-10 

Figure 4: 
Two-Dimensional 
Uniform Grid 

The D's are given in Table 1a. The discrete equation is just Dj 00=D 2+D 3+D 4 
which simplifies to (3.8). This discrete equation is exact if the solution f (x ,y) is 
of form (3.9); see [11] for similar work on compact schemes. In general, the accu
racy of the solution will depend on the approximation of the solution by a func
tion of form (3.9). It is important to know the basis and coefficient for approxi
mation since only then can accuracy be analyzed and gradients consistently found. 

Dl 

Dz 

D3 

D4 

D 

Table 1a: ci = Di / d for Two-Dimensional Uniform Grid 

F(~x,O) F(-&,0) 

xb yc XI Yc 

-A(e-R Ya -2) A(eR Ya-2) 

-B Yc -B Yc 

AY2 -AY2 

+BYe +BYe 

-2AXb -2AX1 

AXe Y2 + BX2 Yc 

Notation: Xb = 1 - e-R 

Xc = eR - e-R 

Xa =eR +e-R 

B = b ~X 

F(O,~y) F(O,-~y) 

-Xc yb -Xc yl 

-AXe -AX c 

-B(Xa e-8 -2) +B(Xa e 8 -2) 

-2BYb 

AXe 
+BX2 

X 1 = eR -1 

X 2 =eR-2+e-R 

A= a~ y 

Similarly, for y with S 

-2BY1 

AXe 
-BX2 

We proceed now to the three-dimensional unsteady equation 
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It turns out that iff (x ,y ,z ,t) can be expressed as 

f(x,y,z,t) = C0 (ax+ by+ cz- q2 t) 

+ C 1 ( -bx + ay ) + C 2( -cy + bz) + C 3 

d + - (ax + by + cz) 
q2 

where q 2 = a 2 + b2 + c 2, and if the coefficients are determined by 

f Poo , f ~ 100 ' f g1o , f g-10 , f &n , f £-1 ' and f Joo - f £o , 

{3.10) 

(3.11) 

where the subscripts denote multiples of & , tiy, and liz in the same order, and 
the superscripts 0 and 1 denote time level 0 and tit respectively, then again the 
resulting discrete equation appears to be the direct extension of the one
dimensional steady-state case. We give a few details. As 

and 

f (0,0,0,0) -

so 

!Joo -!3m 
Co=----

-q2 tit 

is known. The system of linear equations for the coefficients C 1 to C 6 is 
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... 

.-

0 1 eR 1 c1 F Poo 
-bfu 1 
bfu 0 1 e-R 1 1 c2 F~100 

ally -:cfly 1 1 es 1 c3 Fg10 

-ally c fly 1 1 e-s 1 c4 =' 
Fg_10 

bilz 1 0 1 1 eT Cs Fgo1 -bflz 1 0 1 1 e-T c6 Fgo-1 

or simply AC - F, in which 

FPoo f Poo Co afu d afu - - -
q2 

F~100 f ~100 C0 a(-fu) d a(-fu) - -
q2 

and similarly for the other F 's. As before, Ci = Di /D. The discrete equation 
is just 

which is (replacing 0 0 0 0 with j k l n) 

f jk(
1 

- !]11 
flt 

a 
+fu 

-(1-e-R) /J'+1 , kl + (eR- e-R) fjk1 - (eR -1) fJ'-1,kl 

eR -2 + e-R 

b ~(1-e-S} !J'.k+1,1 + ( S -S) J n - (es -1)/J~k-1,1 e - e jkl 
+ fly e8 -2+e-s 

-(1-e-T) !J',k,l+1 + ( T -T) f n - (e T- 1) !Pk,l-1 c e - e jkl 
+ flz eT- 2 + e-T 

(3.12) 

- d 

where R and S are as before and T = c ilz fa. Again, (3.12) is exact for solu
tions of form (3.11) and in general, the accuracy will depend on the representation 
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of the solution by the basis. 

Nothing has been said about the uniqueness of the given basis. Vve comment 
only that since the domain of definition is discrete, some otherwise independent 
functions may be expressible in terms of the given basis. 
For example, let (eR,e-R,eS,e-S,eT,e-TY represent eaxjo: ebyjo: eczjo: defined at 

the six points (± Ax ,0,0), (0,± Ay ,0) and (OO,±Az ). 

It is just (1fx +tty +"'it; - v1) where the vectors inside the parentheses represent, 
in order, eaxfo:, eby/o:, ecz/o:, and 1 at the same points. 

As to the completeness of the given basis on the discrete domain, we note 
only that the schemes are derived for a#), b #), c =FQ. For a =0, for instance, the 
a term in (3.8) and (3.12) becomes simply the second order centered difference 

. . . d2 f h' h. t approximatiOn to a --, w IC IS correc . 
d x 2 

The exponential function was also used for the later SP scheme [3]. The idea 
is as follows: consider (2.1) and (2.3), assume a and a to be constant in the inter
val [J'Ax, (J'+1) Ax], and determine C 1 and C 2 by fi and /j+l· Then the flux 
in this interval, especially at the middle of the interval, is 

(3.13) 

from (2.4). The discrete equation at J. is formed as (flux )j+'h - (flux )j-'k = 0 

which turns out to be just (3.3) with d =0. SP schemes for more complicated 
cases are formed via control volume but with flux still in the form (3.13). This 
turns out to be fine for a uniform grid. As a matter of fact, they are identical 
with the exponential schemes derived above. But for a nonuniform grid, with the 
exception of the simplest case above, the consistency conditions are not satisfied. 
To emphasize this point, we will just take the simplest case of equation (3.1) with 
grid as shown in figure 5. The SP scheme is 

(flux )j+'k - (flux )j -'h = dh 

where h is the length of the control 
"volume", which is equal to 3Ax /4. For 
simplicity, we consider only the limit as 
R-oo, in which case (flux )~·+'k reduces 
to af j, so 

4 

3Ax 
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... 

which, of course, is not consistent with (3.1). However, if the grid size varies gra
dually, then the SP scheme is not far from the truth, in practical computation 
perhaps not further from the truth than other assumptions, for example con
stancy of the coefficients. 

It should be noted that, in general, (3.13) is not the real flux. Even with just 
a non-homogeneous term in the one-dimensional steady-state case, the flux 
becomes 

(flux)j+'h 
df 

- ( af -a dx )j +'h -

where 

which is not (3.13). However, since on a uniform grid the SP schemes are identi
cal with the exponential schemes, we will borrow the idea of flux in the form of 
(3.13) and put the exponential schemes into conservation form, which facilitates 
computation. We will call (3.13) the mathematical flux. For example, (3.8) can 
be written in the form 

where 

eRf.k-f· lk 
F x J J+ ' 

j+'h,k = a 
eR -1 

es f ·k - f · k 1 
F y b } } ' + 

} ,k+'h = es- 1 

are the mathematical fluxes. 
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Though our computation of the 
two-dimensional model problem of 
nat ural convection will be done on a uni
form grid (see fig. 4); at the boundary it 
will involve a non-uniform grid as shown 
in fig. 6 for the right b-oundary, with 
boundary point b at distance ~ /2 to 
the right of the center point. We derive 
the discrete equation as before, except 
the coefficients in (3.9) are determined by 
h' f -10, f 01, and f o-1· The 
corresponding D's are given in Table 1 b 
and the discrete equation is 

a 

~ 

+ 

-(1-e-R) h + (eR/2 - e-R) f 00 - (eR/2 - 1) f - 1o 

eR/2- 3/2 + e-R/2 

b 
b&y 

-(1-e-s) f 01 + (es - e-s) f oo- (es - 1) f o,-1 

es -2-e-s 

This can be written as 

Figure 6: 
Two-Dimensional 
Non-Uniform 
Grid 

(3.14) 

- d 

(3.15) 

where F:_'h 0 , F8 '12, and F8 -'12, are given by (3.13) but Ft is defined as the boun
dary math~mati~al flux such that (3.14) is put into form (3.15). Then 

F b = a ( kb h + k o f oo + k -1 f -10 ) 

where kb, k0 , k_ 1 and their limits as R --o are such that 

R kb 
R (e-R +e-R/2)_ 8 - -+ 

( 2- e-R - e-R/2 )/2 3 

R ko 
R (e-R +e-R/2 +1) R -+ -3 -
( 2- e-R - e-R/2 )/2 eR -1 

R k 
R 

+ R 
eR 1 asR -+0 -1 - -+ -3, ( 2- e-R - e-R/2 )/2 eR -1 
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So, at the boundary where u = v =0, we have 

0:' [ 8 1 l Fb = - - - h + 3 f oo - - f -1 o 
~X 3 3 ' 

(3.16) 

This is a second order approximation of (-a 8! jBx ) b, which is the flux at the 
boundary. That is, the defined boundary mathematical flux in this case turns out 
to be the real flux. 

Table 1 b: ci = D,.j d for Two-Dimensional Non-Uniform Grid (Fig. 6 with () = ...!_ ) 
2 

F( ~x ,0) F(-~x,O) F(O,~y) F(O,~y) 

Dl Xb Yc 
I 

Xr Yc 
I 

-Xc yb 
I 

-xc Yr 

-A (e-R Ya- 2) A(e 8R Ya -2) -AX' -AX' 
I C I C 

D2 -B Yc -BB Yc -B(Xa e-s -1-B) +B(Xa e-s -1-B) 

AY2 -AY2 
D3 -(1+B) BYb -(1+B) BY1 

+BYe +BBYc 

D4 -2AXb 
I AX' AX' -2AX1 c C I 

+BX~ -BX2 

D 
I I 

AXe Y2 + BX2 Yc 

Notation: X J = e /JR - 1 X ' =e/JR -R c - e 

X~ = e8R - (1+B) + Be-R x: = e8R + Be-R 

4. Numerical Solution of the Boussinesq Equations 

The explicit exponential scheme will be adapted to the computation of 
natural convection flow. Our method will be based on the well-known MAC 
(Marker and Cell) finite difference method of the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations in primitive variables given by Harlow and Welch [4]. Its main features 
are: 
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(1) 

(2) 

The finite difference scheme is 
FTCS (forward time centered 
space), which can easily be 
changed to allow better stability 
conditions, (see [12]). 

The computation is done on a 
staggered mesh as shown in fig. 
7. Figure 7: Staggered Mesh 

(3) The Poisson difference equation for pressure is obtained by differencing 
the x and y momentum difference equations, with respect to x and y 
respectively, and then adding them together. In the resulting 
(D n +I - D n )/ .6.t, D n+l is set to zero to ensure the constraint (1.1 ). 

( 4) The D n in this term, as well as \12 D n from the other terms, is kept in 
the difference equation so that the errors from the iterative solution of the 
Poisson difference equation do not accumulate. 

(5) The boundary conditions for the Poisson equation are derived naturally 
from the momentum equations, from which the Poisson equation itself is 
derived. According to Easton [13], finite difference approximations need 
not be formed for these boundary conditions; all that is necessary is to 
cancel its corresponding difference parts in the Poisson difference equation. 
So .6.¢/ .6.n on the boundary does not appear in the Poisson difference 
equation. The procedure is greatly simplified. 

The author believes that the last two features are important in keeping the 
difference forms of the original equations and the Poisson equation equivalent in 
the interior and on the boundary. As we all know, equivalence in differential form 
is not always carried over to its difference form. Unless the non-equivalence can 
be used to one's advantage, for example in shock calculation to ensure entropy 
increase, it is best to keep the equivalence in difference forms, so that the incon
sistencies do not work against the purpose. 

For our model problem, we will use the staggered mesh as shown in fig. 7, 
but now the scaled pressure ¢ and the scaled temperature () will be at the center 
of the mesh. The Boussinesq equations (1.1) to (1.4) are cast into the following 
difference form 

ox u 

&; 

un+l_un 

.6.t 

- 0 (4.1) 

- 0 (4.2) 
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. . 

vn+I _ vn 
+ 

Ox Gz 
+ o11 G11 

+ 
011 4> 

Gr () = 
tit Ax tiy tiy (4.3) 

en+l -en 
+ 

Oz Hz 
+ 

o11 H11 = 0 
tit Ax tiy 

(4.4) 

where ox and 011 are respectively the centered x and y differences. Fx, F11 , Gx, G11 , 
Hx, and H11 , are the x and y (as the subscripts indicate) mathematical fluxes as 
defined in Sec. 3, i.e. for the x case, 

(math flux)j+'lz,k - ( B J jk - A f i +l,k ) (4.5) 

where A and B are defined as (3.5). For the y case, i ,k ,Ax and R become 
k,i,tiy and S respectively. For (4.2), f is u, for (4.3) f is v, and a=l. For 
(4.4), f is ()and a=l/ Pr. At the boundary, these fluxes are 

(flux) j =t= Yz,k [ ± : f; U,k 'f 3 f jk ± ! f ;±l,k l (4.6) 

as (3.16); similarly for k. 

That is, the exponential scheme is used for the equations with convection and 
dissipation (or diffusion) terms. As is usually done with exponential schemes for 
non-linear equations, the unknowns in the coefficients are assumed to be piecewise 
constants, but in the partial differentials they are assumed to be locally approxi
mated by exponential functions. This discrepancy may not be too serious in our 
model problem since u does not vary drastically in the x direction and v does not 
vary drastically in the y direction. Centered difference is used for 4> since it is 
well behaved. 

The features (3) and (5) of the MAC method are maintained in our method 
so that the Poisson difference equation 

[ ox 4> J + !_y_ [ o11 _4> ]-
A.x tiy ti y 

(4.7) 
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and the corresponding boundary conditions result. On the left boundary, for 
example, the corresponding ox¢/&, oxFxfllx, and oyFy/t:l.y, cancel out, u being 
zero. Hence, (4.7) is equivalent to (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) on the boundary as well as in 
the interior of the computational region. And we will see in the numerical tests 
that the iterative errors of (4.7) do not accumulate as n advances. 

We state finally the computational steps: 

(1) Given u n' vn' and en' calculate Fxn, FYn' cxn, a;, HXn' and HYn' with (4.5) and 
(4.6); from (1.6) we have HY =0 on the top and bottom boundaries. 

(2) Calculate the right-hand side of (4.7) and solve (4.7) for¢, with Dn+I=O, i.e. 
(4.1), enforced. 

(3) Compute un+l from (4.2). 

(4) Compute vn+l from (4.3). 

(5) Compute en+I from (4.4). 

Test calculations for various aspect ratios H / L, Prandtl numbers, and Ray
leigh numbers are being carried out; the results versus experimental results will be 
reported elsewhere. Here we present only the test calculations for aspect ratio 1, 
Pr=0.71 (air), Ra =106 and 107• The initial conditions are u =v=O and B=Bc =0. 
For the solution of the Poisson difference equation, the point Gauss-Seidel method 
was used for its simplicity. For the mathematical fluxes the Spalding-Patankar 
approximation for A and B [3] were used to avoid calling the exponential function 
with excessive frequency. The stability condition was taken to be 

8 < . ~ 
- max ( maxjk (Ax + Bx) , maxjk (Ay + By) ) 

where ~ < 0.5, and where A and B denote coefficients from the temperature field 
and the subscripts denote the directions of the fluxes. For these preliminary cal
culations, no attempt was made to study stability any further, either for two 
dimensions or for non-homogeneous terms. 

For Ra = 106, the estimated boundary layer thickness b =0.032, a 36x36 grid 
was used, i.e. fu=t:l.y =0.0278, giving one mesh point at <0.9 b in the boundary 
layer. For Ra = 107, the estimated boundary layer thickness b =0.018, a 64x64 
grid was used, i.e. fu=t:l.y =0.015625 giving also one mesh point at <0.9b in the 
boundary layer. 

Before presenting the computational results, we note that the iterative errors 
of</> indeed did not accumulate. For example for the Ra = 106 case, the error 
tolerance for </>, maxjk l<f>}k+ 1-¢}i. 1/maxjk l<f>}k I was 0.001; therefore, (4.7) or 
(4.1) was not satisfied exactly. 

In the beginning, d=max IDjk 1/(maxjk lujk l+maxjk lvjk I) =0.9xlo-I, but as the 
computation proceeded it decreased and upon convergence to steady state, 
d =0.2x10-3• 
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We compare our numerical results with those of the DeVahl Davis bench
mark [6] for Ra =106 and the accurately computed results of LeQuere [7] for 
Ra =107 . Table 2 gives umax on the vertical mid-plane and vmax on the horizon
tal mid-plane and their respective positions; for the sake of comparison these are 
found as [6]. The average Nusselt numbers on the left wall are also given, which 
should equal those on any vertical plane upon steady state. Our Nu ,u, and v are 
multiplied by Pr to have the same dimensionality. We note especially that with 
one mesh point located at <0.9b in the boundary layer, the error of the average 
Nusselt number at the wall is less than 4% in both cases. 

Table 2 

Ra umax z vmax X (Nu)h (Nu )c 

DeVahl Davis[6] 106 ,64.83 .850 220.56 .0375 8.835 

This work 106 65.37 .846 217.38 .0356 9.139 9.121 

LeQuere[7] 107 148.8 .879 699.3 .0213 16.52 

This work 107 141.9 .889 691.3 .0201 17.14 17.139 

We look now at the general flow pattern. The isotherms and the streamlines 
from our numerical results are given in figs. 8 and 9. They agree in general with 
the corresponding figures in [6] and [7]. However, for Ra =107, the flow pattern 
near the top and bottom walls remains smooth, whereas it becomes somewhat 
wavy in [7]. For flow patterns and Nusselt numbers in building environments 
with a wide range of Ra, one can consult Gadgil [14]. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, an approximating basis has been found for the multi
dimensional unsteady exponential scheme. A boundary exponential scheme has 
also been derived. These schemes in conservation form are adapted to the Bous
sinesq equations, retaining the equivalence of the momentum equations with the 
Poisson equation; numerical tests show that indeed the iterative errors do not 
accumulate. The exponential scheme has been tested especially for natural con
vection flow in a cavity with only one mesh point in the boundary layer. Numeri
cal tests show that for Ra =106 and Ra =107 the accuracy in the average Nusselt 
numbers suffice for some engineering purposes. Improvements are planned to 
decrease the computing time, since no such efforts have been made in this work. 
For high Ra, the finer features of the flow in the interior of the region may be 
lost. Hence, improvement of the quality of the numerical solution is also neces
sary. Efforts will be made in two different directions: use of a global variable grid 
with a local uniform grid according to Berger and Oliger [15], and consideration of 
singular perturbation problems in the development of numerical methods. For 
Ra = 109 - 1012, typical in building energy analysis, mathematical formulation 
with turbulence will be investigated. 
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Figure 8: Calculated streamfunction and isotherms for 

Ra=106 with a 36x36 grid 
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